esearchers widely use speedup, efficiency, and scalability 1-3 to assess parallel-computing performance. These metrics encourage researchers to use any novel technique to design or improve a parallel system, without paying enough attention to the cost increase that such a technique incurs. However, as national-defense applications are downsizing, commercial applications are the dominant users of parallel systems. Customers and vendors are particularly concerned with whether a parallel system can make a profit.
R
esearchers widely use speedup, efficiency, and scalability [1] [2] [3] to assess parallel-computing performance. These metrics encourage researchers to use any novel technique to design or improve a parallel system, without paying enough attention to the cost increase that such a technique incurs. However, as national-defense applications are downsizing, commercial applications are the dominant users of parallel systems. Customers and vendors are particularly concerned with whether a parallel system can make a profit.
Customers and vendors frequently use the performance/cost ratio to compare systems. 5 Based on this metric, David Wood and Mark Hill showed that parallel computing is more costeffective whenever the speedup is larger than the costup, a ratio of the parallel-computing cost to the sequential-computing cost. 4 They also indicated that a cost-effective parallel computation does not necessarily require a linear speedup.
In this article, we extend Wood and Hill's work, from the profit point of view. Our major goal is to investigate financially justified parallel computing. To evaluate parallel computing's effectiveness, we use a simple profitup metric to measure how performance, cost, and business production affect profit. We focus on investigating the relationship between cost-effective parallel computing and profit-effective parallel computing.
THE COST-EFFECTIVENESS METRIC AND ITS POTENTIAL LIMITS
Computer system S 1 is more cost-effective than system S 2 if it has a higher performance/cost ratio. That is, if P 1 /C 1 > P 2 /C 2 , then S 1 is more cost-effective than S 2 , where P 1 and C 1 and P 2 and C 2 are the quantified performance and cost of systems S 1 and S 2 . If S 1 is more cost-effective than S 2 , the ratio of S 1 's performance to S 2 's performance is higher than that of S 1 's cost to S 2 's cost, which we express as .
(
We quantify a sequential or parallel system's performance as the reciprocal of a program's execution time on that system. Let T(m) be an application's execution time on a parallel system with m processors, and let C(m) be the cost, where m = 1 refers to a sequential system. Substituting T(m), T(1), C(m), and C(1) for the variables in Equation 1, the speedup of a computation using m processors is . So, if the speedup is larger than the cost ratio, C(m)/C(1), defined as the costup, parallel computing on the system is financially justifiable. In practice, costup(m) > 1, for m > 1. This is a representative performance model used for parallel computing. 6, 7 However, the cost-effective model has limitations when it is used to justify the cost of parallel computing. For example, a company is deciding whether to buy a parallel system mainly to increase their profit. The cost-effective model does not reflect the profit made by the parallel system, so it might not be suitable for making this decision. A non-cost-effective parallel system might be acceptable, as long as it makes a higher profit. On the other hand, a cost-effective system that cannot make enough profit to offset its cost would be unacceptable. So, the performance model must include profit-effectiveness.
PROFITUP: REFLECTING PROFIT IN THE PERFORMANCE MODEL
Our metric considers profit as a major objective of using a parallel system. A computation on a parallel system is financially justifiable only if it makes more profit than the same computation on a sequential system. To study the profit-effectiveness of parallel computing, we use five common model parameters: performance, cost, the production function, lifetime, and profit.
As with cost-effectiveness analysis, we measure the performance of a system with m processors, P(m), as the reciprocal of a program's execution time, where m = 1 refers to a sequential system. 
>

Performance
Cost, cost(m, t), represents the development and maintenance cost of a system with m processors in a t time period.
The production function, Pro(P(m), t), measures the profit (dollars) gained from P(m) during t, for m > 1. In practice, a production function might exhibit different relationships to a computer's performance, which we examine in the context of economics. 8 We use three common production functionslinear, superlinear, and sublinear-which measure the parallel system's production increase, compared to a sequential system. The relationship of
Lifetime, L f , is the interval between when someone starts using a parallel system and when a sequential system with the same order of performance goes on the market. This assumes that a new state-of-the art parallel system always outperforms the fastest existing sequential system. This is also consistent with the fact that sequential systems have been continuously improved to perform as well as existing parallel systems. Also, if a parallel system can be upgraded timely, its lifetime (theoretically) is infinite. In this case, parallel computing only needs to be evaluated in unitary time-that is, L f = 1-and the cost is amortized over the lifetime. In the cost-effective model, the evaluation time is also unitary time.
Profit is a parallel system's net profit:
Similarly, a sequential system's profit during L f is
In practice, the profit might be negative. To simplify discussions, we assume the profit is positive, which means that
We characterize a parallel system's profit-effectiveness for applications by profitup, a ratio of the parallel system's profit to the sequential system's profit:
.
So, we reach this conclusion: 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COST-EFFECTIVE AND PROFIT-EFFECTIVE PARALLEL COMPUTING
In our analysis, we normalize the sequential system's performance as unitary performance, P (1) 
, we obtain this relationship among profitup, speedup, and costup:
If Pro(speedup(m), 1) is a linear function of the speedup; that is,
With speedup(m) > costup(m) for cost-effectiveness in Equation 4, we have . So, we reach this conclusion:
Conclusion 2. If the production from parallel computing is linearly proportional to the computation's speedup, and the computation is cost-effective, then the computation is also profit-effective.
For the same production function, is a profit-effective parallel computation (profitup(m) > 1) also cost-effective? To answer this question, we substitute profitup(m) > 1 into Equation 4 to obtain or .
From Conclusions 2 and 3 indicate that the cost-effective metric is too pessimistic in judging if a parallel computation is financially justifiable for a linear production function.
By Equation 3 , if parallel computing is profit-effective (profitup(m) > 1), this condition should be satisfied:
If the production function is superlinear to the parallel computing's speedup, and the computation is cost-effective (speedup(m) > costup(m) > 1), we have
Thus, Equation 7 is valid from the cost-effective point of view. So, we reach this conclusion:
Conclusion 4.
If the production function from parallel computing is superlinearly proportional to the computation's speedup, and the computation is cost-effective, then the computation is also profit-effective.
If the production function is sublinear to the performance, the following function choice is valid for speedup(m) > costup(m) > 1 if we simply reverse the comparison sign in Equation 7
:
Substituting this sublinear production function into Equation 3, we obtain profit(m) < 1. So, we reach this conclusion:
If the production function from parallel computing is sublinearly proportional to the computation's speedup, a costeffective computation might not be profit-effective.
We have shown that the production function is a major factor in determining if a parallel computation is financially justifiable from a cost-effective or profit-effective point of view.
CASE STUDIES
We now demonstrate the difference between cost-effective computing and profit-effective computing for varying processor and memory costs. For consistency and fairness, we use the same vendor data on 1994 Silicon Graphics product prices that Wood and Hill used. 4 Current market prices are different, but that does not affect the comparison's validity. Assuming that the shared-memory size is identical to that of an uniprocessor workstation, we have s = s′. Therefore, the costup is .
To calculate the profitup, we use Equation 3, where Pro(1, 1) represents the production gained by a uniprocessor. Here, the production is normalized to the sequential computing cost, and lifetime is normalized to the unit time. Pro(1, 1) is a value that closely depends on applications. In practice, Pro(1, 1) is a constant for a class of applications. This constant is updated to a different value when the system is upgraded. In our study, we assume that Pro (1, 1) is a constant.
Regarding the parallel-system production, we consider the production function
where f p < 1, f p = 1, or f p > 1 represents a sublinear, a linear, or a superlinear production function of the speedup. Again, the relationship between speedup(m) and m, the number of processors, is speedup(m) = f s × m, where f s ≤ 1. So, we characterize the cost effect by this profitup formula:
. (9) Memory is an important component of a system's hardware. So, Table 1 shows the effect of memory cost as the memory size increases, for an eight-processor system where the speedup factor f s is 0.5 and Pro(1, 1) is 4. As the memory size increases, costup decreases and profitup increases.
The table's top section shows that when memory is more than 500 MBytes, the profitup is larger than 1 and the speedup is larger than the costup. However, for 300 or 400 MBytes, the profitup is smaller than 1 even though the speedup is larger than the costup. This shows that cost-effective parallel com- puting is not necessarily profit-effective. In this case, parallel computing is profit-effective only when the speedup is sufficiently larger than the costup.
The table's middle section shows that for 100 or 200 Mbytes, the profitup is larger than 1, but the speedup is smaller than the costup. This shows that profit-effective parallel computing is not necessarily cost-effective. The table's bottom section also shows this result. In this case, parallel computing is profiteffective when the speedup is smaller than the costup.
Processors are another important component of hardware cost because many scientific applications require a large number of them to exploit parallelism. Table 2 shows the effect of processor cost where the memory size is 512 Mbytes, the speedup factor f s is 0.25, and Pro(1, 1) is 4. As the number of processors increases, the costup, speedup, and profitup increase. The table's top section, where production is a sublinear function of speedup, shows that parallel computing is not profit-effective when the speedup is larger than the costup for 64 processors and 128 processors, respectively. This shows that only a sufficiently large parallel system is likely to be profiteffective for a sublinear production function. The table's bottom section, where production is a superlinear function of the speedup, shows that parallel computing is profit-effective for eight to 1,024 processors and is both cost-effective and profiteffective for 64 to 1,024 processors.
B
ecause high performance has strongly motivated parallelcomputing research and development for advanced applications, profit has not been a real concern. However, with rapid advances in commodity processors and networking technology, and with rapidly changing global political and economic structures, mainstream parallel computing platforms are shifting from expensive, custom-designed massively parallel processing machines to cheap, commodity-designed symmetric multiprocessors and networks of SMPs, workstations, and PCs. Therefore, more and more users have been serious about profit gain from parallel computing.
These trends and our work indicate that profit analysis is necessary for evaluating parallel computing's effectiveness. Two major cost components that our case study did not quantitatively consider are the lifetime software and hardware maintenance costs for a system, and the human cost to develop efficient parallel programs. In practice, the profit model should include these two application-dependent components. Also, the development of production functions requires specific knowledge in a particular application area.
